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INFORMATION MEMORANDUM 

IMPORTANT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER AND OTHER TERMS GOVERNING THIS MEMORANDUM 

Issue of Information Memorandum 

This Information Memorandum is issued by The Cocktail Queen Pty Ltd(“The Cocktail Queen” or “the Company”) in relation to a 

proposed investment in the Company as outlined in this Information Memorandum. All views and opinions expressed in this 

Information Memorandum are those of The Cocktail Queen and any third party companies that have been contracted to 

compile reports for The Cocktail Queen only.  

The information contained in this Information Memorandum is strictly confidential and you must not disclose it to any other 

person.  

This Information Memorandum includes certain projections that reflect various assumptions, expectations and estimates that 

may or may not prove to be correct. The Recipient must make its own independent assessment and investigation of those 

matters. Recipients are cautioned that such Information is inherently speculative and actual future results may vary significantly 

from the projections and other forward-looking statements in this Information Memorandum. The inclusion of the forward-

looking statements in this Information Memorandum should not be regarded as a representation or warranty as to those or any 

other future matters. 

Recipients must conduct their own independent investigations, analysis and assessment of the proposed business of The 

Cocktail Queen, the assets it is in the process of acquiring and of the Information. Recipients should not rely on any statement 

contained in the Information. The Cocktail Queen and its Advisers do not accept any liability or responsibility for any reliance 

placed on the Information. 

Each Recipient acknowledges and agrees that, except as may be expressly provided in any agreement in writing between The 

Cocktail Queen and the Recipient: 

• to the maximum extent permitted by law, no liability is accepted by The Cocktail Queen or its Advisers for any loss or damage 

(whether foreseeable or not) that may arise by reason of or in connection with the provision of the Information or by the 

purported reliance on the Information by the Recipient; 

• the Recipient releases and indemnifies each of The Cocktail Queen and its Advisers from and against all claims, actions, 

damages, remedies or other matters, whether in tort, contract or under law or otherwise, arising from or in connection with the 

provision of, or any purported reliance on, the Information, and it covenants that no claim or allegations will be made against 

any of, The Cocktail Queen or its Advisers in relation to the Information; and 

• the Recipient expressly waives any right which it may have to rely upon the Information, and that it will not rely upon the 

Information to sue or to hold The Cocktail Queen or its Advisers liable in any respect. 

This Information Memorandum (including any update or supplement) does not form part of any agreement for the acquisition of 

shares that may result from an evaluation of The Cocktail Queen by a Recipient.  

This Information Memorandum is the property of The Cocktail Queen, and any Recipient of this Information must not reproduce 

or copy this Information Memorandum in any form, whether in whole or in part, at any time. 

All reference to ‘dollars’ or ‘$’ in this Information Memorandum mean Australian currency unless expressly stated otherwise. 

As detailed in this Information Memorandum, The Cocktail Queen intends to invite potential equity partners to develop and 

fund the expansion of The Cocktail Queen.  The Cocktail Queen reserves the right to accept and refuse all applications for offers 

necessary to fund the 1st stage of the expansion comfortably and beyond, in its absolute discretion. 
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EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW 

INTRODUCTION 

The Cocktail Queens’ intention is to further develop the company ready for national and international expansion with 

movement into a permanent bar facitly, increase the current sales levels through greater customer acquisition, marketing and 

promotion and capitalize on the current market by becoming a firm stronghold and recognizable brand within the hospitality 

sector. 

The Cocktail Queen is seeking to raise funds for the acquisition of assets, outfitting of premises, implementation of marketing 

and business plans and provide working capital for the expansion of The Cocktail Queen into a permanent commercial dwelling 

which will be used as a head office, training facility, storage facility for the mobile component of The Cocktail Queen and also a 

fully operational bar and function room facility – catering for small to medium sized events.  

The purpose of this document is to provide you with all the necessary and relevant information to ensure you make the very 

correct and important decision of ‘YES! you want to invest with The Cocktail Queen!’, and be part of the beginning of a global 

cocktail movement.   

So read on, don’t delay you know you want to be a Cocktail Queen today!! 

MISSION STATEMENT  

The Cocktail Queen has been established to cater for a growing demand of great bartenders, affordable cocktail parties and a 

mobile service that comes to the client.  Our mission is to create a dynamic and highly efficient mobile bar network, which 

provides its clients with mouthwatering cocktails, unbelievable efficient and friendly service and a memorable entertaining time, 

not just in Australia but on a global basis.    

VISION STATEMENT - EXPANSION 

The expansion of The Cocktail Queen in to a permanent venue will result in The Cocktail Queen being the number one cocktail 

and entertainment caterer throughout Australia, and globally, through implementation of affordable and engaging cocktail 

packages with amazing service unseen in any other company.   The name ‘The Cocktail Queen’ will within 5-10 years time 

become as popular as the names ‘Boost Juice’ and ‘McDonalds’, on a global level. 

It is my vision that The Cocktail Queen becomes a global player in the bar/hospitality industry, expanding also to international 

markets such as the UK and USA. 

It is the vision of The Cocktail Queen to revolutionise systematic processes in relation to bar tending, with the introduction of its 

own unique package system that can be adapted to any other business, resulting in more efficient business. 

MORE DETAIL ABOUT THE COCKTAIL QUEEN THE COMPANY AS IT CURRENTLY STANDS 

Before you enter into any agreement, contract, deal or purchase you need to know absolutely everything that there is to know 

about The Cocktail Queen. 

You see The Cocktail Queen is not just me its also my great staff and these great people will be involved in the next great step!! 
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OUR STAFF 

I greatly value my staff and as it currently stands I have 14 staff presently casually employed.  Great, reliable, hardworking, fun 

staff.  Without these great guys and dolls Cocktail Queen would not be where it is today.  You see I hire staff based on the same 

values that were installed in me from my parents; 

• Reliability – All staff person that can be depended on to complete a task and to be on time. 

• Team Player- To work for the good of the company 

• Loyalty - To be loyal to the group 

• Integrity - To be honest and of good character. 

• Passion  - To be enthusiastic about their business and of great work ethic.  

• Communication - To be able to communicate well with clients and other staff members.  To be able to attend to a 

clients requirements  

BEHAVIOUR 

The Cocktail Queen prides itself of great behavior and our staff display all of the following attributes to behavior…. 

• Attitude - A positive, fun, happy, healthy, mental and physical attitude and demeanor is required to be part of The 

Cocktail Queen 

• Presentation - Appearance is everything!  TCQ’s appearance to the client and the outside world must be neat, tidy and 

suits the occasion. They are not only representative the company but also themselves and their own self worth! 

• Event Focused – Their attention must be focused on each individual event and at providing the client with great 

efficient service. 

• Social Competence - The ability to read the clients and interact with them accordingly, along with other staff is always 

appropriate 

• Non-Discrimination - There must be no discrimination against race, religion or sex. 

• Organized – to ensure that an event runs smoothly and efficiently, all staff must be well organized both within the 

office and also at the event 

• Work Ethic - All work must be completed with the appropriate regard for TCQ’s excellent standards and behavior 

WHAT WE HAVE ALREADY DONE… 

TRADEMARKS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

TCQ trademarks are important and very valuable business assets, and must be protected.  TCQ has invested great resources to 

create and develop its goodwill, reputation and brand names in the marketplace.  It is imperative that TCQ’s trademarks are 

properly used.  Extensive investments have been made trademarking logos, procedures and systems within The Cocktail Queen 

in readiness for the expansion. 

INFRINGEMENT OF TRADEMARKS 

The Cocktail Queen has been copied many times over.  To date we have had 4 breaches  (copying name, logo or of similar) and 

currently have one still occurring in the UK and also one here in Melbourne. 

With the expansion of The Cocktail Queen the number of breaches we aim to minimise and to also ‘crush’ when it comes to 

enforcing the trademarks. 
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An extensive amount of money has been invested to date in securing the intellectual property of The Cocktail Queen and Nicole 

George.  With the expansion of The Cocktail Queen additional trademarking and IP will be developed and protected.  Including 

the acquisition of domain names. 

To date TCQ has over 200 domain names registered here in Australia and throughout the world.  Majority of these domains are 

parked however, or directed back to The Cocktail Queen.  And with the expansion these will be redirected to main Cocktail 

Queen Websites to further enhance SEO on the websites.  Additional domains will also be registered. 

ESTABLISHED LOGO 

The name ‘The Cocktail Queen’ along with the logo ‘lady holding a martini glass 

silhouette’ is a definitive icon within the mobile cocktail catering hospitality sector which 

differentiates The Cocktail Queen to that of its competitors.  The name and the logo, 

gives The Cocktail Queen the edge over its competitors because of the classiness, style 

and sophistication that the name and logo suggests.  Competitors such as Liquid Infusion, 

Daiquiris Downunder and Avalanche Cocktails don’t suggest to the client exactly what 

they do.  The Cocktail Queen is exactly what it name suggests; The Cocktail Queen or a 

‘Queen of Cocktails’.  The logo backs this up with the lady holding the martini glass.   

PRICING STRUCTURE 

Incorporate this along with the price.  The pricing structure of The Cocktail Queen is unlike any other competitor in that all 

pricing is disclosed to the client on the website and in writing and is packaged for ease of understanding.  In comparison to its 

competitors, the client needs to write or phone the competitor for a quotation on an event.  From a client perspective this has 

several constraints associated with this; time consuming (waiting on email response or return of phone call), annoyance (should 

the quote not be what they anticipated) and privacy impingement (the customer has the right to make a decision of what they 

want to do without feeling obligated or pressured into by the person at the other end of the phone).  Disclosing all pricing from 

a sellers point of view is advantageous as you only get the client that wants to pay that particular price, it limits ‘time wasters’ of 

clients and it ensures that you keep a competitive edge over your competitors; whilst The Cocktail Queens pricing is not as low 

as some as its competitors, its ensures that we are competitive and have a higher standard at all other levels of business and 

service, of which we portray to the 

clientele. In the end the consumer 

benefits greatly from price disclosure.  

The client is able to make a decision 

doing all their homework, and also allows 

them to do so within their allocated time 

frame.  It minimizes time that they don’t 

have to shop around for quotes, and 

usually at the end of the day, if the client 

is shopping around, they come back to 

the service package that tells them 

everything upfront.   
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PERSONAL SERVICE 

Strength of The Cocktail Queen is the personal service that each 

individual client receives, through following a set standard operating 

procedure.  From the moment the initial enquiry is taken, albeit phone 

or email, The Cocktail Queen ensures that the enquiry is handled in the 

correct manner, ensuring that a professional yet semi-personable 

relationship is established immediately with the client.  This semi-

personable relationship is established to ensure that the client feels 

comfortable with whom he/she is conversing to.  This individual 

personal service is then carried through continually all the way of the 

event planning relationship with the client, to the service package they 

purchase, the information that they are sent from a booking form to a 

‘party information package’.  Some packages also include free cocktail 

tasting prior to their event which no other competitor offers.  It is this 

service and procedure that ensures each client receives the same level 

of service irregular of what they are purchasing.   

Our service staff are highly committed, enthusiastic and approachable, 

selling The Cocktail Queen to the client at every shake of the shaker! 

HENS PARTY 

The Cocktail Queens other major competitive strengths 

would be its Hens party package.  The Cocktail Queen 

has defiantly got the niche on Hens Parties 

incorporating the correct price structure, great service 

package and go anywhere location for the client.  So 

popular is this package that Hens parties are booked 

6months plus in advance. 

What makes our Hens Parties unique in that we take all 

the hard work out of organizing the event for the client.  

From the start of the booking, the client is sent a ‘party 

package’, that includes invitations for the client to send 

out to guests, guest list forms for them to complete to 

keep track of guests, menu selection form to choose 

cocktails, food, games etc, and prize selection form for 

them to purchase prizes and gifts from.  A welcoming letter and the invoice is also included.  On top an online payment tab is 

created for the client, of which links back to the invitations they send out, informing guests that they can pay TCQ or HNP 

directly online  at the nominated payment tab, along with Facebook event page for their hens party.  This system has worked 

extremely well and also assists in capturing a larger database. The Cocktail Queen has the number one domain for Hens Night 

Party in Australia and has a vast amount of traffic visiting the Hens Night Party site. Our booking rate is exceptional with 98% of 

enquiries turning into bookings.  Our research has shown that with every engagement the top 3 things a bride does first is (1) 

organize her gown, (2) organize a reception venue, and (3) organize a hens party or delegate it out to her chief bridesmaid.  This 

bridesmaid works in association with the bridal party and the majority of girls in the bridal party are also in long term 

relationships waiting to get married.  These girls go on to book with us, along with other clients at the hens parties.  We collect 

all attendees data at each event, which enables us to directly market our events for both hens night party and The Cocktail 

Queen to our clientele and build an impressive data base based on location also.  
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REGULATED MENU AND IMPLEMENTATION OF RSA 

Nicole George originally set up The Cocktail Queen so people of all income brackets could 

enjoy a cocktail party. Several cocktail only and combined cocktail and food packages which 

include specially devised cocktail menus, all at affordable pricing, were established.   

The cocktail menus that are included in these packages are devised by The Cocktail Queen 

are based on the following factors; 

1. People can only drink so much – Once your stomach is full, you cannot add any 

more.  Time is then need for digestion. 

2. Not everyone at a cocktail party consumes the same amount.  Some guests will 

drink 1 or 2, others will consume more, whilst some won’t consume any at all. 

3. The amount of alcohol consumed is relevant to the atmosphere of the party.   

4. People’s perception plays an important part of the business success.     

PEOPLE CAN ONLY CONSUME SO MUCH. 

Depending on the size of the person, age, weight, body type and their drinking history, no one person is the same when it comes 

to the amount of alcohol that they can consume.  In Nicole Georges endeavor to ensure that all clients can enjoy cocktails, she 

devised a menu, where guests can consume different types of cocktails, whilst minimizing intoxication.   The menu itself consists 

of 25 different cocktails.  However not all 25cocktails are served at the event. Prior to the event, the client is sent the menu of 

which they choose up to 10 different types of cocktails to be served at the event. Whilst the client is free to choose the type of 

cocktails, the client is guided to choose certain types of cocktails through only being allowed to choose certain types.  

NOT EVERYONE AT THE COCKTAIL PARTY CONSUMES THE SAME AMOUNT. 

SERVING OF COCKTAILS AND TIMING 

The manner in which the cocktails are served plays an important role in minimizing intoxication. The serving of cocktails is based 

upon timing, what cocktails are chosen and rotation.  If like other companies, The Cocktail Queen were to concentrate on only 

one type of cocktail being served to a particular customer, this customer would start to become intoxicated quite rapidly.  All 

competitors serve cocktail packages with no relevance to what cocktails they are serving and the manner in which they are 

being delivered.  I believe The Cocktail Queen has set the precedent in setting the level for cocktail service, though not only 

these menus, but also through our training techniques, operational procedures and advertising. 
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CONSUMPTION IS RELEVANT TO ATMOSPHERE 

PARTY ATMOSPHERE  

These party packages are hosted so all guests are directed to what is happening at various times throughout the event.  The 

atmosphere of the party and the mood of the guests greatly determines’ how much the guests are consuming.  Some events are 

very subdued, whilst others more energetic.  Music influences this a great deal.  Whilst you can not place a limit on music being 

played at the event, you can influence the client on what type of music is played.  With our karaoke packages, we cross hire the 

machines and the machine is set up for use later in the event, following completion of games.  The packages are also inclusive of 

games 3 or more, of which we supply the game pieces and prizes.  Girls enjoy these games immensely, and it keeps the girls 

occupied during the event.  That is not all the attention is placed on consuming cocktails.  At the end of each game, hot food is 

served and all girls are made aware, that they are to eat some hot food and then get ready to play another game. This 

methodology has proven excellent in reducing cocktail intake amongst the guests.   

PEOPLES PERCEPTION 

COCKTAIL LIMITATION 

The Cocktail Queen does not put a limit on the amount of cocktails to be consumed at an event.  From a marketing point, once 

you place a limitation you are restricting the clients you are attracting.  However in saying this, whilst there is no limit, indirectly 

everyone has a limit of consumption, and The Cocktail Queen has perfected minimizing this attainment through the 

development of its operation service procedures and menu design.  The packages were originally advertised as unlimited, which 

comes down to the factor perception.   

OUR CLIENTS 

The Cocktail Queen is appealing to all types and income class of people.  However The Cocktail Queen does have standards and 

ultimately only wants to attract desirable clients.  Our packages are priced slightly higher than some of our competitors.  This 

methodology ensures that we receive REPUTABLE clients.   

COCKTAIL QUEEN RSA POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION 

RAISING THE BAR 

The Cocktail Queen is effectively raising the standards when it comes to enforcing Responsible Service of Alcohol especially at 

private residences, which currently is not regulated.  The Cocktail Queen has placed effective standards through  

- Implementation of well research and devised REGULATED menu, based on the underlying governing factors; as 

previously mentioned. 

- Implementation of strict training techniques by staff 

- Incorporation of Trade Measure Act including setting possible standard in service of cocktails. 

- Effective operational manuals and procedures; reflected in our standard operational procedures at each event. 

- Strict Terms and Conditions of event – signed prior to event 

- Signage – Terms and Conditions of Entry Banner displayed and located at each event. 

- All staff must have RSA and food handlers. 

- FREE bottled water supplied. 

- 15 minute grace period for all events. 
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LAST DRINKS – GRACIOUS PERIOD 

Currently as per the terms and conditions that all clients sign prior to engaging our services, The Cocktail Queen has a 15minute 

grace period prior to the end of the 4 hours.  Guests at the event are made aware of this through our banner display, and other 

relevant signage. This means no more cocktails are served in the last 15 minutes.   

FREE WATER 

As part of The Cocktail Queens commitment to RSA, all packages are inclusive of FREE bottled water.  Whilst some companies 

may view this as an additional cost, I view this as part of my commitment to effective and responsible RSA, which in turn ensures 

that The Cocktail Queen is a reputable company. In addition to this glasses of water served with lemon and ice are also displayed 

continuously at the event – even to the point that a H20 Sign with wording encouraging them to drink water, is also displayed. 

THE ENTRY BANNER 

The Cocktail Queen has established a set procedure to the enforcement of RSA through a banner system used at all events. The 

entry banner is a large roll out banner that is taken to each event location.  It is displayed in a location at the event that it can 

easily be seen.   
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COCKTAIL PARTY PACKAGES 

The Cocktail Queen offers a selection of cocktail service packages targeted towards different clients. These packages are; 

� Unlimited Cocktail Party Packages (Also known as Essential Party package) 

� Complete Cocktail and Bar Package 

� Hens Party Packages 

� Staff Hire 

� Cocktail Class – Mixology Packages 

� Corporate and Fundraising Packages 

The following pages details particulars of these packages and also comparisons to our competitors.  Further information can be 

gained from the various sites online; 

www.cocktailqueen.com.au 

www.hensnightparty.com 

www.mixologymaster.com.au  

www.facebook.com/CocktailQueenMelbourne 

www.facebook.com/HensNightParty 

 

THE ESSENTAIL COCKTAIL PACKAGE 

The Essential party package is inclusive of the services of The Cocktail Queen for either 2, 

3 or 4 hours of cocktails.  This package is inclusive of  

o Choice of up to 10 cocktails served for the 4 hour duration of the party, as selected 

by you from the Essential  Cocktail Menu – includes daiquiris, martinis, fruit tingles, 

pink pussy cats, margarita and a whole lot more.   

o Mixologists and bar staff to make the cocktails 

o All glassware hire, blenders and all bar equipment. 

The Cocktail Queens Essential Cocktail Package is priced competitively against the competitors, and also offers a 2 and 3 hour 

package, whilst the majority of competitors do not.  We cater for event sizes of 20 and up, where as the majority of competitors 

do not.  Cocktail Queen views that regardless of event size, 20 word of mouth promotion is better then none.  

Something  Wicked Cocktails offer a 4 hour unlimited cocktail package starting at $32.00 per head, however this is also based on 

their stationary location – they operate from a function centre, and their cocktails that they have on the menu are basic 

cocktails such as screwdriver (vodka and orange), firetruck (vodka and raspberry) and so on.  They do also offer wine and beer 

with this package and is inclusive of staff, barware, garnishing and mixes.  Competitors offer a $35.00 to $40.00 per head pricing 

on cocktails.  The $40.00 pricing on this package is suitable to the menu.  The $39.00 per head pricing attracts a more desirable 

clientele, and also portrays The Cocktail Queen as a  Classy, Sophisticated, Well-Reputed Business – again upholding one of The 

Cocktail Queens underlying principles. What gives The Cocktail Queen the edge over Liquid infusion is its service level from the 

moment of the clients enquiry.  Again upon enquiry the client is sent a detailed email with booking sheet detailing particulars of 
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the cocktail  package along with the other similar package on offer.  An attachment 

detailing the packages is also sent along with menus.  In comparison to Liquid Infusion, 

no menus are sent to the client, and no standard email is sent.  The email received is 

quite irregular on pricing, and quite confusing.   

The menu used in this package is the slightly different to that of the hen’s party 

package menu.   A minimum of 20 guests are required to book this package at this 

price, or an increased price of $6.00 per person is charged for less than 20 guests, with 

a new minimum of 15 guests. Nondrinkers are $10.00 cheaper.  Again a travelling 

charge applies also.  

The Cocktail Queen also has the Pay Per Cocktail Package available to clientele. 

PAY PER COCKTAIL PACKAGE 

The ‘Pay Per Cocktail Package’, is where the client determines how much they want to 

spend on cocktails.  A minimum of $800.00 must be spent on cocktails with cocktails 

starting at $5.00 per glass.  Staff hire is additional on top along with glassware 

hire.  And pricing is not inclusive of GST.  This package also comes with a free cocktail 

tasting.  A travelling charge may also apply, to assist in staff travelling cost.  This 

cocktail package has proven to be very popular by clients wanting to hold a cocktail 

party however are restricted on funds.  This package allows the client a lot more 

freedom in how they want their event to run, and also allows them access to a greater variety of cocktails.  Something Wicked 

has a pay per cocktail service with cocktails starting at $2.95 – however you have to ask yourself what type of cocktails are you 

getting for $2.95?.  A minimum of 300 cocktails must be ordered also, with Something Wicked cocktails.   

The offer of a free cocktail tasting with this package is important as it establishes value for money, offers personalization to the 

client, assists the client with management and organization of their event and allows for up selling via tasting of the more elite 

cocktails to the client. So in actual fact, whilst the client may only want to spend $1000.00, upon tasting some of the premium 

cocktails that are from the higher priced menus, they end up spending more because their taste buds can’t say no! 

With the expansion in to a permanent venue, clients will be able to come to the venue for the tasting of which they will also be 

able to sample additional food and beverages at additional cost. 

COCKTAILS AND COMPLETE BAR PACKAGE 

This package is our complete bar package incorporating cocktails, standard spirits, beer, wine, soft drink and Champagne along 

with basic bar set up.  The pricing with this is in line with that of competitors.   

The Cocktail Queen offers complimentary portable bar to this package at no additional cost when booked in excess of 40 or 

more guests.  Currently a competitor offers a portable bar for an additional $500.00 hire charge.  This is quite costly to the 

consumer and for the mobility of the bar is easy, with easy setup.  Our complimentary bar offers an edge of the same package to 

that of its competitors by offering the bar hire at no extra cost and as part of the package  

Our complete bar package caters for premium and standard menus incorporating restaurant range of wines and boutique beers 

that cannot be found easily in bottle-shop retail outlets. The Cocktail Queen also has its own in-house branded champagne for 

use at events.  
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HENS PARTY PACKAGES 

The majority of hens party packages are now online at www.cocktailqueen.com.au and www.hensnightparty.com  

When The Hens Party package was first established it was by far the most popular service package offered by The Cocktail 

Queen, today the Hunky Hens Party package is now the most popular.   

What make our hens party package so popular is essentially its pricing and 

what the client receives for that price.  All  hens party packages are value for 

money.  The organization placed into developing the hens party package is 

evident to the consumer from the moment they enquire about the service, 

right through to post event.  Upon enquiry the client is sent a detailed email 

with booking sheet detailing particulars of the hens party package along with 

the other packages on offer.  The email also details date availability. Once the 

client has booked the client is sent a party package inclusive of the cocktail 

menus, selection form, food menus, guest list and invitations.  Unlike other 

cocktail companies, The Cocktail Queen is the only company to provide this 

hens party package. The client is given professional service and product from 

the beginning of the enquiry – upholding one of The Cocktail Queens 

underlying principles - Fast, Efficient, Friendly Service. 

With the expansion of The Cocktail Queen, TCQ will ultimately be promoted 

and publicized at a level which will effectively squeeze smaller like businesses 

out of the market, to become insignificant.  TCQ movement also into a 

permanent premise will allow the offering of additional function packages at a 

venue to its clientele also, capturing clientele that they are currently missing 

out on due to lack of commercial premises. 

In total The Cocktail Queen now offers over 30 different hens party packages with all being viewed on the website, that includes 

affiliations with companies such as Puppetry Private Parties, Ladies Night In, Naomi Rose Flowers and Magic Men Australia. 

We also offer an Early Bird rate in the month of February each year which is highly successful in attaining bookings in the peak 

summer wedding season. 
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COCKTAIL CLASSES AND EXPERIENCES 

TCQ in late 2015 introduced mobile Cocktail Class 

packages, which have proven to be exceptionally 

popular.  Whilst the profit margin is smaller then 

other packages, additional profit is made in ‘add 

on’ services provided at these events.  These 

experiences are for smaller events, and were 

introduced following end of TCQ advertisement 

on promotional sites such as ‘Living Social’ and 

‘Red Balloon’.  These sites offer the consumer 

experiences of all types, however they take upto 

a 50% commission on the purchase price of the 

service being sold.  Whilst we had numerous sales 

on the Red Balloon site, they were in fact not cost 

effective and less profitable.  The introduction of 

our own experiences has already proven to be 

ideal to the consumer.  The experiences gain 

traction during corporate season especially for 

team building events, with Cocktail Queen having 

undertaken large scale Mixology classes for 

corporate events in excess of 100 people at the 

same time.  

The Cocktail Queen also exercises its ‘Social Responsibility’ to the 

community with our ‘Cocktails For A Cause’ program. Clients have 

the option to give there "party a purpose", and make a difference to 

a charity of their choice or one of Cocktail Queens preferred 

Charities with our new socially responsible “Cocktails for a Cause” 

packages, that give directly back to the community.  

These packages incorporate the Mini Mixology events at discounted 

prices, of which all part ticket proceeds go directly to the preferred 

charity of choice. 

Currently The Cocktail Queen sponsors ‘Abacus’ – an independent 

school for Autistic children.  
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CHAMPAGNE TOWERS 

Our newest package, champagne and 

cocktail towers are fast becoming a staple 

standard package with perfect price point 

starting at $295.00 for a 6 tier tower.  

Champagne towers appeal to the wedding, 

birthday and corporate market.   

With the expansion of the Cocktail Queen in 

to a permanent facility and subsequent 

interstate expansion, this package will be 

easily replicated, with already many 

enquiries from the Sydney and Perth market, 

but as yet unable to be serviced.  

 

 

 

 

 

STAFF HIRE 

the Cocktail Queen has highly skilled food waiters, bar staff and Mixologists, who serve clients food and beverages, along with 

creating gourmet cocktails for the guests. 

In 2016/2017 Staff Hire has risen dramatically for events, with guests wanting to supply their own beverages, but hire staff 

independently along with glassware etc.  This is again turned into a staple service product of The Cocktail Queen mobile bar, 

with even cross hiring from other venues for our staff and other agencies.  The Cocktail Queen  

All pricing is per hour, with minimum hours required.  The number of staff that a client at an event is dependent upon how much 

that person wants to spend, number of guests and the level of service they want.  We have simplified staff hire with package 

rates and disclose all requirements to the client on our website.   Online event coordinating complimentary is provided to the 

client also once booked for the staff, of which   The Cocktail Queen assists with purchasing requirements by providing the client 

with a necessary shopping list.   

With the move into permanent premises, a packaged off premise licence will be sought to sell packaged liquor to these clients at 

a cheaper rate (from the family distillery) then if they were to purchase it at a retail bottle shop outlet.  
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A UNIQUE MODEL 

The model that is being used by The Cocktail Queen is unique to TCQ and has been developed by Nicole George.  It is an 

integration of a systematic model with a network marketing model, that ultimately brings a fresh approach and innovative way 

of structuring, maintaining and operating a company.  The model is dependent on the unique software and ordering system that 

has been developed by Nicole George.   

UNIQUE SOFTWARE SYSTEM 

The software program calculates exactly how much alcohol is required for each event, based on variables at the event, including 

but not limited to….guest numbers, location, type of beverages being served, glass size etc.  This unique system enables minimal 

stock holding and actually places stock orders automatically for the next event based on physical stock take of alcohol at the end 

of each work. 

Features of the System currently in operation include; 

• Minimal paperwork– low cost accounting and book keeping fees, utilization of cloud based accounting system and 

online booing system.    

• Central Booking Facility/Offsite reception/administration All bookings are handled by head office (hence the system) 

with all bookings nationally being able to handled from one location online.    

• Reverse Payment System – all affiliated suppliers are guaranteed payment by The Cocktail Queen prior to the event.    

• Interactive Calendar – enables employees, franchisees and head office to view bookings, training events, etc. 

•  Unique Employee Training System – this includes unique payment system that encourages all employees to recruit, 

and engage in the online training system unique to The Cocktail Queen.  The  system involves training the employees 

which offers them courses so they can climb the ladders of achievement.  Each employee is given a unique ranking, and 

there achievement to next level is based on qualifications of training, client feedback and performance.   

• This system collects all data – All data is registered, tracked and collated within the system.   

• Online Operations Manual – all operational manuals for employees are online.  

• Secures IP of the company – As the menus have been extensively devised to ensure maximum profit and to minimize 

intoxication, the cocktail menus along with the invitations are not released to the client until they have booked.  

Sample menus are available.  In turn the software used for calculating quantities to take the events is also secure and 

can only be accessed by head office, safeguarding the company.  Release of menus is therefore handled by the system. 

SCOPE OF THE BUSINESS 

The Cocktail Queen continued success includes branding the company at all levels.  

In 2018 the incorporation of a subscription ‘cocktail box’ service will be further 

developed – with own labeling of Cocktail Queen alcohol for online product sales. 

Currently all trademarks and domains are in place, and the website is currently 

being developed.  Videography and photography is required to finalise the 

production of the site and the branding of the company. 
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SIGNIFICANT RESULTS 

OVERVIEW OF ACHIEVEMENTS 

This section contains highlights and results that have been identified as significant and relevant to potential investors of The 

Cocktail Queen.  

• Trade marking of name, logos etc established. Domain name acquisitions and registrations. 

• UK trade marking established, with current online UK site to gather enquiries. 

• Operational Manuals have been written and compiled  

• Unique  Software System has been written and developed and currently in action 

• Bar school manuals and training courses have been written and compiled. 

• Training manuals for all staff have been written and compiled 

• Systems and process for all events have been established along with policies and procedures 

• Marketing plan and strategic business plan established for expansion has been compiled 

• Vast amount of printed promotional material - Advertising at wedding expos, and online using various online methods 

established,  

• Data base collection of over 30,000 to date and growing 

• Strong Online presence with websites, social media, blogs etc. 

• Operating since 2006 in Melbourne 

• Taking bookings greater than 12 months in advance 

• Working relationship with other businesses complimentary to packages currently on offer – contracted agreements in place 

with Ladies Night In, Puppetry Private Parties, Magic men etc.   

• 25K promotional exchange contract with Sexyland. 

The Cocktail Queen has been scoped from the beginning to expand at a national and global level, with trademarking, IP 

established, procedures developed and placed including operations manuals, training manuals, online stores, policys etc.  

Furthermore data has been collected and collated regarding many aspects of the business from the beginning of operations 

which allow for accurate statistical observations of the business along that are implemented into marketing strategies each year. 

Trends have been established since beginning of operations, and data in relation to client database has continually been 

collected. 

• Establishment of sub entity business 

Hens Night Party, which has an 

almost ‘cult’ following with strong 

online presence with websites, social 

media, blogs etc,which takes 

bookings greater then 6 months in 

advance.  Hens Night Party attracts a 

large portion of sales within The 

Cocktail Queen Company. Online 

Hens Party Shop to be completed 

‘ 
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REAL  RESULTS 

 

 

 Proof of Concept – Having been in operations for several years, The Cocktail Queen is a tried and tested concept with good 

profitability and has the potential to provide reasonably good returns.  

 

Ease of Replication – The ability to replicate The Cocktail Queen’s concept is very much dependent on subjective factors like 

staff conduct and service delivery. The Cocktail Queen has developed systems for events booking and alcohol management 

which are augmented by a rigorous staff selection and training programme. These provide a level of systematisation which 

contribute towards the ease of replicating The Cocktail Queen concept within a bar 

 

Marketability – This refers to the attractiveness of the concept to customers and investors. The Cocktail Queen concept appears 

to be fairly easy to operate particularly with the business systems that have been put in place. This makes the concept an 

attractive proposition to prospective investors and easy for consumers when purchasing a service package.  Furthermore, The 

Cocktail Queen has also received several enquires by parties wanting to operate The Cocktail Queen’s concept, which attests to 

its marketability.  

 

Sustainability – There is a sustainable demand for Hens Nights Parties, which are The Cocktail Queen’s core service offering, as 

there will always be women getting married and throwing bridal showers.  

INVITATION TO VIEW 

The Cocktail Queen is ready to go. The Cocktail Queen  IS going to be the ‘NEXT BIG THING’, not only in Australia but on a global 

level. The Cocktail Queen is ready to make itself known to the rest of Australia and the world, and I am inviting you to be a part 

of this ‘Great Expansion’. 

CONTACT DETAILS 

If you have any questions regarding the information contained within this information 

memorandum, or would like to view the business plan and marketing plan for The Cocktail Queen 

expansion, please contact.. 

 

THE COCKTAIL QUEEN PTY LTD 

 

Mrs Nicole George 

Director  

Telephone +61 437 455 118 

Email: nicole@thecocktailqueen.com 
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